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The custom surround seen above features Cordoba Cream limestone.
Please refer to page 27 for more information on custom surrounds.



Legend to Sizing

Please use this example as a guide when calculating your fireplace design.
X - the maximum width of the opening for the firebox
XX - the overall width of the fireplace at the widest point, usually the mantel
Y - the maximum height of the opening for the firebox
YY - the overall height of the fireplace from stone to stone
Z - the maximum depth of stone, usually at the mantel
ZZ - the depth of the stone at the foot of the fireplace
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A
fireplace makes a house a home. Enhance the décor in any

room with an O&G limestone fireplace surround, mantel,

and hearth. Create cozy living spaces that provide a rich

warm addition, imparting a graceful and lasting elegance to any room in

your home.

Creating the Fireplace Setting of Your Dreams

We offer a wide selection of ready-to-fabricate designs as shown
throughout this brochure. Or opt for a custom fireplace surround creat-
ing a look uniquely your own. Refer to page 27 for more information on
custom surrounds, mantels and hearths.

Material and Pricing Information

Natural materials include Indiana Limestone, Cordoba Cream, and Birmingham
Buff, we also offer natural Brownstone. The inherent nature of natural stone
makes each slab unique, please be aware that colors and veiningwill vary. You
may hand-select the slab for your new surround. Note; all pricing in this
brochure is based on Indiana Limestone material unless otherwise
noted. Other material is priced as follows: Cordoba Cream add 25%,
Birmingham Buff add 35% and Brownstone add 50%.

Availability

Our wide selection of ready-to-fabricate designs are available within four
to six weeks of sales order receipt. A custom-designed fireplace
surround is quoted with price and lead time; once the estimate is
approved we will begin working on the fireplace you’ve always wanted.
For more information regarding ordering please refer to page 28.
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Hand-select the product that suits your style and taste. We will guide you through-
out the process as you browse from our large selection of stone and tile materials.

ATTENTIVE SERVICE

ESSENCE of
GRANDEUR

Old-World Charm Combines
with Modern-Day Class

Say it with flair with this classically

sculpted surround. This fireplace

will enhance the interior of your

home adding a tasteful touch to any

room.

Essence of Grandeur fireplace sur-

round shown in a flush style hearth.

Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price
36” 35.5” 70” 28.5” 49” 15” 11” 70” $5,200

42” 41.5” 75” 35.5” 54” 15” 11” 75” $6,500

48” 47.5” 81” 41.5” 62” 15” 11” 81” $6,900

Please ask your sales representative for details on pricing on a custom raised mantel as seen in the inset photo above.

Fireplace surround shown using Cordoba Cream.

The raised mantel seen above
is custom designed to fit your
space. Please refer to page 27
for more information on cus-
tom surrounds.
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Custom hearths

Natural stone hearths are fire-resistant and are placed directly in
front of the fireplace. A custom raised hearth has a top and three
sides, with heights varying depending on the overall design
requirements.

We deliver high-quality products and service, with the personal and attentive service
that our customers have come to expect. Serving you is our pleasure.

Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price
36” 35.5” 79” 30” 48” 12” 8” 80” $5,400

42” 41.5” 85” 33” 52” 12” 8” 86” $6,750

48” 47.5” 91” 38” 56” 14” 8” 92” $7,290

QUEEN’S
TUFF

Beauty and Splendor in a
Regal Design

This grand surround is the focal

point of any room. A command-

ing presence and stately elegance

provides unlimited possibilities.

Queen’s Tuff fireplace surround

shown with a raised-style hearth.

Fireplace surround shown above in Indiana Limestone.
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Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price
36” 35.5” 83” 25” 55.125” 9” 6” 81” $3,800

42” 41.5” 89” 32” 62.125” 9” 6” 87” $4,200

48” 47.5” 95” 38” 68.125” 9” 6” 93” $4,800

Please note, the inner granite surround is not included in the pricing above.

Fireplace surround shown above in Cordoba Cream.

Characterized by a style

popularized during the Italian

Renaissance, this fireplace sur-

round adds warmth and vitality

throughout your home.

Personalize your new surround

with a timeless look using marble

or granite tile for the inner sur-

round. Choose from an extensive

material selection and color pal-

let.

Quattrocento fireplace surround

shown with a raised hearth.

QUATTROCENTO
A New Perspective from a
European Classic

Fireplace surround shown above
features Cordoba Cream surround
with an inner marble surround.
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Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price
36” 35.5” 60” 35.5” 48” 7” 4” 60” $2,250

42” 41.5” 66” 41.5” 54” 7” 4” 66” $2,800

48” 47.5” 72” 47.5” 60” 7” 6” 72” $3,600

Please note the inner tile surround of Rojo Alicante 2x2 tumbled marble is not included in pricing above.

Fireplace surround shown above in Indiana Limestone.

Inspired by the mountain-top home of Thomas Jefferson, this rustic design adds a pastoral feel

to any setting. Combine these clean, simple lines with other complementary textures for a one-

of-a-kind look. Monticello fireplace surround showcases a profiled raised hearth.

MONTICELLO
Cozy Up to Country Elegance



Named after the stately palace guards at the Tower of London,

this ornate, European design will add character to your home

with the strength of natural stone. Beef Eater fireplace

surround shown with a custom raised mantel and flush style

hearth.

BEEF EATER
A European Show of Solidarity

O&G Industries - Masonry Division
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Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price*
36” 35.5” 67.58” 28” 46” 8” 4” 68” $4,950

42” 41.5” 73.5” 33” 51” 8” 4” 74” $5,250

48” 47.5” 78.5” 38” 56” 8” 4” 80” $6,150

* Please note the specifications and pricing above are for the standard mantel height (top inset photo.) Custom mantels as
seen above are priced individually.

Fireplace surround shown above in Indiana Limestone.

Custom Raised Mantel

High ceilings can present a design challenge and dwarf the
elegant fireplace feature in your room. For a stately look and
to compliment your surround consider a custom designed,
raised mantel.

STANDARD MANTEL : RAISED HEARTH
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Fireplace surround shown above in Birmingham Buff.

Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price
36” 35.5” 76” 28” 52” 10” 6” 76” $6,400

42” 41.5” 82” 32” 60” 10” 6” 82” $7,200

48” 47.5” 88” 38” 66” 10” 6” 88” $8,300

All eyes focus on this exquisite

design. Grandeur and

grace are evident in this splendid

fireplace setting.

King’s Guard fireplace surround

shown with a raised hearth.

KING’S GUARD
The Crown Jewel of Your
Living Quarters



Reminiscent of the exquisite art from the Spanish capital city, compliment your

home with this fantastic fireplace. Unlimited stone profiling capabilities allow

us to customize a surround to fit your distinctive style or taste. Barcelona fire-

place surround shown with a custom raised style hearth in slate.

BARCELONA
Artistically Show Your Style

O&G Industries - Masonry Division
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Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price
48” 48” 68” 60” 68” 6” 3” N/A $1,600

54” 54” 74” 64” 72” 6” 3” N/A $1,980

60” 60” 80” 68” 76” 6” 3” N/A $2,300

Please note the slate tiles seen in the inner surround and raised hearth are not included in the pricing above.

Fireplace surround shown above in honed Indiana Limestone.

Fireplace surround above features
honed Indiana Limestone compli-
mented by an inner black granite tile
surround.



This beach side cottage fireplace design features soft curves and beautiful

detail, perfect for any room in your home. The curves are reminiscent of the soft

ocean waves during low tide. Sconset fireplace surround shown with a raised

hearth.

SCONSET
Natural Beauty Found In Every Detail
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Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price
36” 35.5” 70” 35.5” 56” 10” 6” 70” $4,150

42” 41.5” 76” 41.5” 62” 10” 6” 76” $4,600

48” 47.5” 82” 47.5” 68” 10” 6” 82” $5,300

Classic New England fireplace surrounds

Natural stone fireplace surrounds create cozy living spaces that
provide a rich warm addition to any room in your home.

Fireplace surround shown above features Indiana Limestone.

Celebrate the seasons with a natural
fireplace surround from O&G.
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This surround offers character to daily-life spaces with its casual sophisti-

cation. Natural elements of this style provide light and serve as the focal

point of family life. The Chinli surround features a flush hearth.

CHINLI
Spaciousness, Light,
and Reflection

Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price
36” 35.5” 76” 28” 52” 10” 6” 76” $6,400

42” 41.5” 82” 32” 60” 10” 6” 82” $7,200

48” 47.5” 88” 38” 66” 10” 6” 88” $8,800

Fireplace surround shown above in Cordoba Cream

Hand-select the material that suits your style and taste. We will guide you throughout
the process as you browse from the largest selection of natural stone and tile products
in Connecticut.

PRODUCT SELECTION
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The Kinkaku is a classic essence of traditional Asian expression. This sur-

round is both sturdy and graceful, and serves to welcome you and your

guests in any room of your home. Kinkaku fireplace surround shown with

a flush style hearth.

KINKAKU
Beauty and Splendor
in a Regal Design

Fireplace surround shown above in Cordoba Cream

Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price
36” 35.5” 66” 32” 54” 10” 6” 66” $3,800

42” 41.5” 78” 38” 60” 10” 6” 78” $4,600

48” 47.5” 86.5” 44” 64” 10” 6” 86.5” $5,200

Explore the rich range of design styles in our showrooms that you, and your designer
can create to reinforce your overall décor intent.
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Surround Solutions

For a stately look in small or grand spaces the Dorchester fireplace
surround is the perfect choice. This surround commands your
attention and is the focal point of any room. Ask one of our sales
representatives for more information about this and other
surrounds featured throughout this brochure. For custom
solutions please refer to page 27 for more details.

Fireplace surround shown above in Indiana Limestone.

This surround offers a commanding presence and distinctive design to

any room. Architectural elements of this style showcase the classical

design found throughout Europe. The Dorchester surround features a

raised hearth.

DORCHESTER
Commanding Presence,
Distinctive Design

Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price
36” 35.5” 87” 35.5” 70” 15” 6.5” 87” $5,900

42” 41.5” 93” 41.5” 76” 15” 6.5” 93” $6,500

48” 47.5” 99” 47.5” 82” 15” 6.5” 99” $7,200
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Fireplace surround shown above in Birmingham Buff

Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price
36” 35.5” 60.5” 30” 44” 12” 8” 60.5” $2,900

42” 41.5” 66.5” 32” 46” 12” 8” 64.5” $3,650

48” 47.5” 72.5” 34” 48” 12” 8” 72.5” $4,200

Please note, the tile mosaics seen in the inner surround are not included in the pricing above.
The specifications include a standard raised hearth.

Influenced by the famous
Southern city in Virginia, the
solid style, graceful lines, and
rustic look of the Chesapeake
design will add a touch of
sophistication to any room in
your home.

Chesapeake fireplace sur-
round shown with a custom
raised hearth.

CHESAPEAKE
A Rural Delight Right in Your
Own Home



Classic beauty, graceful lines and a stately presence make this surround an

intriguing addition to any home. Cleopatra fireplace surround features a custom

two-step, raised hearth.

CLEOPATRA
Dramatic Style and Intrigue

O&G Industries - Masonry Division
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Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price
36” 35.5” 67” 32” 63.5” 12” 6.5” 66” $4,200

42” 41.5” 73” 36” 67.5” 12” 6.5” 72” $5,250

48” 47.5” 79” 38” 69.5” 12” 6.5” 78” $5,670

Fireplace surround shown above in Cordoba Cream



Fluted detailing enhances this dramatic fireplace design. Alexandria fireplace
surround features a raised custom style hearth.

ALEXANDRIA
A Position of Power and Glory

Building tomorrow today, naturally.
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Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price
36” 35.5” 74.5” 34” 70.25” 9.25” 5.5” 74.5” $3,200

42” 41.5” 80.5” 38” 74.25” 9.25” 5.5” 80.5” $3,900

48” 47.5” 86.5” 42” 78.25” 9.25” 5.5” 86.5” $4,400

Fireplace surround shown above in Cordoba Cream



The Vanderbilt fireplace surround has a beautiful arch and grace-

ful lines with a commanding presence. The unique rounded man-

tel is reminiscent of the nineteenth-century European style.

Pictured here without a hearth, the pricing below does include a

hearth.

VANDERBILT
Superior, Elegant, and
Inviting

O&G Industries - Masonry Division
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Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price
36” 35.5” 60” 29.5” 46.5” 8” 8.25” 60.5” $5,000

42” 41.5” 66” 35.5” 52.5” 8” 8.25” 66.5” $5,550

48” 47.5” 72” 41.5” 58.5” 8” 8.25” 72.5” $6,150

Please note the pricing for this surround does include a hearth, see specs above.

Fireplace surround shown above in Cordoba Cream
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Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price
29” 28.5” 81” 35.5” 48.5” 4” 15.5” 68” $3,900

35” 34.5” 87” 41.5” 54.5” 4” 15.5” 74” $4,300

41” 40.5” 93” 47.5” 60.5” 4” 15.5” 80” $5,000

Fireplace surround shown above features Indiana Limestone

NEWPORT
Classic New England
Design Elements

The Newport is a classic

essence of traditional New

England style. This surround

is impressive and refined,

serving as a tranquil and dis-

tinctive addition to any room

of your home.

Newport fireplace surround

shown with a raised hearth.



PROVIDENCE
Magnificently Refined
and Sophisticated

This surround offers charm

to daily-life spaces with its

distinguished sophistication

and attractive lines. The

natural elements of this

design will serve as the focal

point in your space.

The Providence surround

seen here features a raised

style hearth.

Fireplace surround features
Indiana Limestone

O&G Industries - Masonry Division
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Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price
36” 35.5” 74” 28.5” 54” 5” 14” 68” $4,100

42” 41.5” 80” 34.5” 60” 5” 14” 74” $4,500

48” 47.5” 86” 40.5” 66” 5” 14” 80” $5,200



Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price
36” N/A 72” N/A 8” 14” N/A 72” $1,580

42” N/A 84” N/A 8” 14” N/A 84” $1,850

48” N/A 96” N/A 8” 14” N/A 96” $2,100

Please note the pricing above reflects the limestone mantel and hearth, not included is the natural stone veneers.

Fireplace mantel and hearth above features Indiana Limestone

ROCKINGHAM
Beauty and Splendor
in a Regal Design

The Rockingham is a substantial surround featuring natural stone with a

limestone mantel and hearth, a true expression of casual New England

style. This surround is both sturdy and graceful, adding warmth to any
room in your home.
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This noble fireplace design offers warmth and richness to your

room, creating an inviting space for you and your family to

enjoy. Imperial Court fireplace surround shown with a sunken

hearth.

IMPERIAL COURT
Make A Majestic Impression

Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price
36” 35.5” 63.58” 35.5” 49.5” 8” 4” 63.5” $2,450

42” 41.5” 69.5” 41.5” 55.5” 8” 4” 69.5” $2,750

48” 47.5” 75.5” 47.5” 61.5” 8” 4” 75.5” $3,800

O&G Industries - Masonry Division
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Fireplace surround shown above in Indiana Limestone.
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Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price
36” 35.5” 67.5” 28” 46” 10” 6” 68” $4,200

42” 41.5” 73.5” 33” 51” 10” 6” 74” $4,800

48” 47.5” 78.5” 38” 56” 10” 6” 79” $5,400

Fireplace surround shown above in Indiana Limestone

SOPHIA
Reminiscent of Roman
Empires

Sophia embodies a classical style

of architectural form. The

renaissance capitals add’s further

adornment to the columns,

creating a timeless effect.

Sophia fireplace surround shown

with a raised hearth.
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Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price
36” 35.5” 66” 32” 52” 12” 8” 66” $3,500

42” 41.5” 78” 38” 58” 12” 8” 78” $4,400

48” 47.5” 86.5” 42” 62” 12” 8” 86.5” $4,900

Fireplace surround shown above in Cordoba Cream

WELLS FLEET
Style and Substance

A hearty mantel and legs

define this surround. It will

be the focal point in any

room you have in mind.

Wells Fleet fireplace

surround shown with a

raised style hearth.

Professional Support Our commitment to quality and customer service extends through
every phase of the project, from project management and CAD
services to final production. That’s the O&G advantage.
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Size X XX Y YY Z ZZ Hearth Price
36” 35.5” 60” 34.5” 54.5” 10” 5” 60” $2,500

42” 41.5” 66” 40.5” 60.5” 10” 5” 66” $2,900

48” 47.5” 72” 46.5” 66.5” 12” 6” 72” $3,200

Fireplace surround shown above in Birmingham Buff

In classic architectural style,

this fireplace surround is

sculpted with the quality

craftsmanship and artistic

design of medieval times.

Charlemagne fireplace shown

with a flush style hearth.

CHARLEMAGNE
A Fireplace Fit For a King

Sophisticated Technology Our fabrication center features two CAD-driven stone profiling systems,
completing the most complex detailing your specifications demand.
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Hearthside Harmony

Natural stone hearths are fire-resistant and

are placed directly in front of the fireplace.

O&G offers three standard styles to meet

your design requirements. Dimensions are

typically 2" thick and 20" deep, with vary-

ing lengths. We offer five finished edges in

Chamford, Square, Rounded, Half Bull, and

Full Bull. The illustrations below showcase

flush, raised and custom style hearths.

Flush Hearth

A flush hearth

sits level

to the floor.

Raised Hearth

A raised hearth is raised off

the floor in varying

heights

depending

upon design

requirements.

Custom Hearth

A custom hearth features a top and three

sides. Heights are dependent

up on the overall

design

require-

ments.

CUSTOM FIREPLACE SURROUNDS

F
rom imagination to fabrication O&G offers stone

profiling for the custom fireplace surround you've

always dreamed. We can replicate from an existing

drawing, or we can design entirely new. For more information,

stop by one of our four Earth Products Showcases' or call toll-

free (800) 862-3533 and ask to speak with one of our sales

representatives.

A Bauhaus flair for architecture and design can be seen in the fire-
place above. This custom surround features Indiana Limestone
complimented by accents of Brownstone applied in the upper
mantel design elements and shelving.
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This grand custom-designed surround is reminiscent of Roman architectural design, featuring
Birmingham Buff product with a heavy sand-blast finish. Opposite page features a custom surround
in Indiana Limestone.



ORDERING INFORMATION

Placing an Order

To minimize the chance of error with your

order O&G will prepare a detailed special order

agreement.

To obtain a complete estimate that includes

shipping to your job site, please provide the

information noted below:

• Style Number

• Firebox Size (36", 42", etc.)

• Hearth (if desired)

• Upper Mantel (if desired)

• Color Selection

• Custom Fabrication (if applicable)

Your contact and shipping information must

also be included:

• Billing Address

• Phone and Fax Numbers

• The project name and shipping address if

different from billing address. The

shipping address must include the

city, state and five-digit zip code.

A written Order Agreement will be faxed or

mailed to you for your approval. All additional

charges will be outlined, including crating and

shipping, choice of material, revisions to shop

drawings, and all applicable taxes.

For payment terms and shipping times, please

refer to the Sales Policy section in this

brochure. We accept American Express,

MasterCard, and Visa credit cards. Your person-

al or business check is also acceptable.

Modifications and Custom Orders

We look forward to helping you create your

own custom fireplace surround. We ask for

your patience as these special designs take

longer to create, but are definitely worth the

wait. Our staff artisan will hand sculpt from a

drawing or sketch the custom design you have

in mind. Please also provide rough dimensions

of your idea.

Please note; all modification and custom orders

require all of the preceding information.

Cancellation and Returns

All custom fabricated fireplace surrounds are

non-refundable with no exceptions.

Customer Service

Our professional sales representatives will

work with you, your architect, builder or

masonry contractor to create a fireplace design

that exactly suits your home and lifestyle. We

are committed to quality and service.

Please note, pricing is subject to change.
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SALES POLICIES

Delays and Acceptance

Terms: Prepay if we ship or C.O.D. with

customer pickup at our fabrication and distribu-

tion center in Beacon Falls, Connecticut. We

accept American Express, VISA and MasterCard.

Prices: Prices are subject to change without

notice and do not include shipping.

Color: As with any natural product, there may be

a slight variation in color and texture. You may

visit the fabrication center to select the stone you

wish to use for your fireplace surround.

Shipments: All orders are produced and shipped

from our facility in Beacon Falls, Connecticut. The

customer is responsible for all freight charges.

Shipments will be inspected upon receipt. Report

any damaged shipments to driver. All broken

stones and all packing material must be saved. We

will repair any chipped or broken piece reported

within two weeks of delivery.

Deposit: You will be sent an Order Agreement for

your signature with the items you ordered. On

special non-inventory items, a 50% deposit is

required before production can begin. Balance is

due prior to shipment. A final invoice will be

issued at the time of production completion.

Special orders are non-refundable once produc-

tion has started.

Inventory: Certain styles are inventoried and

available for shipment within seven working days

of the receipt of the order and full payment, bar-

ring any unforeseen problems. These must be

100% prepaid.

Completion: Allow four to six weeks for produc-

tion on non-inventory and special sized order

items.

Holding: If you are not able to accept delivery

upon completion of production, we will hold your

order for up to four weeks from our completion

date, provided the balance is paid in full.

Returns: Returns on standard items only will be

accepted, provided the original crate is intact. All

returns will be subject to a restocking fee and

must be pre-approved by O&G Industries,

Masonry Division. Return freight charges are the

responsibility of the customer. There will be no

refund of original shipping charges.

Shop Drawings: All products are sold directly out

of the catalog, thus shop drawings will not be

furnished for approvals unless requested by the

customer. Contractors please ask your sales

representative for a copy of the shop drawing.

Sales Tax: All applicable taxes additional.

Contact Information: For more information

please visit one of our four Earth Products

Showcases’ or call toll-free (800) 862-3533.
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This custom fireplace surround features a combination of
Indiana Limestone and New England Fieldstone product.
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This custom fireplace surround and raised hearth features
Indiana Limestone.



Indiana Limestone

Cordoba Cream

Birmingham Buff

Brownstone

Providing a rich, warm

addition to your home

our fireplace surrounds,

mantels and hearths

impart a graceful and

lasting elegance in

every room.




